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	untitled1: Suggested behavior based on the podcast: E3  Responding to employee needs with Rachel Cooke
	untitled2: A leader who celebrates small wins with my team
	untitled3: Celebrate the team process, not just results related to our business goals, i.e. celebrate when team member takes action that makes the team stronger
	untitled4: During monthly team meeting or by group email, ask team to also nominate team members who are demonstrating our team values (define values if needed)
	untitled5: Preferably in person, both call out in front of group but also follow up with 1-1 personalized recognition 
	untitled6: With group and 1-1
	untitled7: 1 minute, keep it brief, make it just normal part of business
	untitled8: At least once a week, but hopefully becomes part of every meeting to show support for how we show up for each other and grow
	untitled9: We will work on this for 2 months then review our progress in making it natural part of our process e.g. agenda item to celebrate small wins
	untitled10: Put this on meeting agenda, send reminder email to team to nominate example behaviors, schedule reminder to talk to team about this and review our values and desired team growth behaviors
	untitled11: Somehow small wins feel trivial. We forget to celebrate. Team doesn't understand why this is important. 
	untitled12: I will talk to my manager about trying to use this new leadership tool. I will review with them after 2 months. I will ask for feedback from team. Including on agenda will help us address each time.
	untitled13: I am going to start a team celebration journal where I can write down the things we celebrate each week. I will set aside time every Friday to type this up, using calender reminder, I will share with team.
	untitled14: Giving positive feedback itself will be rewarding. Seeing the celebration journal grow will be encouraging. I will ask manager to remind me this process is worth it for the business and my own personal growth to focus on team instead of high achiever results. Maybe a team prize.
	untitled15: I will expect this to feel a little false at first. I will keep persevering and adapting until it feels like a good fit. I will continue to remind team this is important, changing my message until I find one that resonates. I will ask team to contribute their thoughts about why it is important.
	untitled16: I will ask team members to take lead on celebrations and nominate others. I will ask team to work on list of valued behaviors so that they buy into the process and are more engaged.
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